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and though [from the 1st scene – drawing] intrinsically to the scene-[1st], the question is rather a director.  

Primary Source Citation, again and its belonging to it photographs of problem: Primary source: 

HOCUS-FOCUS, by Henry Boltinoff, Daily Post, Thursday, 3, 22, 18 p. 33 
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[photograph of primary source citation] 

 

[photograph of primary source citation] 

Part Two. Person Number four, identified; in pornographic image. 

We might want to re-examine the definition of what constitutes a, pornography [at some point]. 

It’s the “librarian” [which one] that stalks a bunch of operatives around and works at the main branch on 

Alma Street of Menlo Park, CA. I know you wouldn’t believe me if I told you; but at first I thought it was 

someone else who I saw during my deployment in the Hartford, Connecticut area; following someone 

else around; he’s often in the Menlo Park, CA Alma Branch library; announcing he’s the owner [perhaps 

especially to me and other owners of it]; and I believe I’m one of the owners and not him; in any case 

that’s a long haul to follow me around in all the way, from the deployment in Hartford, CT to here my 

bay area, home area: zone [i.e. longest residing thus far, zone]. In any case, I’ve often caught him 

viewing and saving pornography as I’ve already reported [doing such that he is in the public library]; and 

trust me it’s not for investigation that he’s been viewing and saving it on public computers.  But instead 

it’s the, that “librarian” disguised as a woman; with a revealing top.  
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So for the extent of this posting’s context: what constitutes pornography: you are [in:] not in personal 

sexual activity; and you have revealed not on accident; but in a consented photograph to the image of 

the public: &or such recording variety: an opening of into extended appearance of the parts/proportions 

of your own body [only that which you can consent to] that are most often witnessed in use of sexual 

activity of any binding sexuality. I think that’s enough of a qualification context for now.  

Communication regarding pornography investigation that just happened to come up: for verification, 

provided such:  

 

theme: boat markers 

theme music citation: filter take a picture  
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